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JULY TOURNAMENT RESULTS 
 

Here are the official audited numbers, for the winners at the Lake Fork  

Tournament with Judge David Blackstock presiding.   Check the points on the 

Club’s website for further information. 

 

Since no one took a camera to record the winning fishermen at this tournament…. 

enjoy my makeshift pictures. 

 

First Place with 39.84 lbs., David Blackstock and Yarik Malyuta.  

  This one is actually from the Lake Fork tournament.  

Yarik (pictured below) also had heavy stringer with 21.08 lbs.   

  This picture was in my photos. Not Fork... 
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Second place with 29.84 lbs.,   Todd Guernsey and Jason Wise.              

                                                                           
 This photo is from the Bass Club Challenge….                             This photo is from last year’s Ray Bob tournament… 

 

 

Third place with 21.73 lbs.,                                                      Big Bass with 6 lbs. was Lanny Simmons.     

Milton Kornegay and Mike Rice. 

                 
This is from last month’s tournament….                               This is from Monticello tournament….                                                         

  

 
 

 



 

 
 

FISHING  STORIES 

        

Check out this fish…..a nine (9) pounder caught on Lake Falcon by our own Mike Rice.      

Great fishing Mike!     

But too bad you didin’t catch this fish at a Club bass tournament, you’d be in line for the big 

bass pot for the year! 

 

 

Do you have a good fishing story to share (proof is allowed too), please provide it to Mary 

Ann for use in a future newsletter! 

 

 



 

 

 

REMINDERS 
 

1.  Kid Fish and Family Picnic.  Moved to 

September.  Fritz will advise available dates 

for the Club picnic at Boy Scout park. 

 

2. Open Tournament.  Scheduled for Oct. 29th 

at Squaw Creek.    The Boy Scouts have been 

approved to help us with the Tournament.   

A couple of members drove to Squaw Creek 

to check on any logistics issues for the 

tournament, like extended hours and Squaw 

Creek lake rules that apply.  The Finance 

Committee is working on the prize money 

and late entry fee.   Final decisions will be 

made in early August so the Promotions and 

Operations Committees can go to work. 

 

3. Fun-N-Sun Top 6 Tournament.  It is the time 

that we as a club need to commit to the first 

ever top 6 tournament as sponsored by Fun 

N Sun. They have reached out to me to state 

that we need to confirm our intent to 

compete by 8/13. This confirmation will be 

with a payment and list of the names of who 

will be attending. As discussed at a prior 

meeting, it was our intent to compete and 

see if this is what we want to send our top 6 

to, in place of the North Texas Bass Club 

challenge. The first year, we will send the 6 

people highest in the standing that will pay 

their own way. I will be reaching out to folks 

to create this list over the next two (2) 

weeks. I will be contacting Fun-N-Sun to 

verify the specifics like day and amount. 

 

PRESIDENT’S CORNER 
 

When I was asked for this article, my first thought 

was what is fishing? I vaguely remember being in a 

boat from time to time.  

However, as it happens with many of us this pesky 

thing called work seems to monopolize time more 

and more. Companies always manage to point out 

that there are so many more hours that we can 

work, but forget (or don’t care) that means there 

are fewer hours remaining for family and fishing. 

For this short piece of rambling I thought I would 

just scribble down that first and foremost in the 

club, I enjoy the time on the water.  It may be 

weird, but without the scheduled tournaments I 

could see myself always finding other things to do 

which would push out time to spend in my boat 

one more week; then one more week; then one 

more week.  Then before I know it, the boat would 

be a storage container in the garage covered in 

boxes, junk and dust.  

I like the friendly competition and the nudge to go 

to different lakes instead of always going to the 

closest one.  BASS and FLW clubs will pull the 

overly competitive group that might just do 

anything because they are the next KVD. It is about 

just the fishing that brings folks to look for a club. It 

is first and foremost a friendly and family 

atmosphere that will bring them to our club.  If you 

like it here also, then tell someone else why. They 

might just enjoy it also. That is the only real way we 

have ever brought in new folks.  

Happy Boating and Fishing! 
Lynn  



NEXT  TOURNAMENT 

Next tournament is a buddy tournament on Aug. 13 at Lake Lewisville, this is the last Buddy 

tournament of the year.   Fishing time is 10 PM to 8 AM.  Fritz Torrey is the judge for this one.  

More details regarding the ramp for launch and weigh-in, fishing rules and any side pot will be 

sent out in an e-mail prior to the tournament. 

 

Fishing Quote or Cartoon for the Month! 
 

Fishing is much more than fish. It is the great occasion when we may return to the fine simplicity of our 

forefathers.   Herbert Hoover 

                                                        

Do you have a good quote or cartoon that is not copyright protected…..give it to Mary 

Ann for use in a future newsletter! 

 

Happy Fishing! 

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/h/herberthoo117348.html

